Method developed by Sandalov and coworkers [Int. J. Quant. Chem. 94, 113 (2003)] is applied to inelastic transport in the case of strong correlations on the molecule, which is relatively weakly coupled to contacts. Ability of the approach to deal with the transport in the language of manybody molecular states as well as take into account charge-specific normal modes and nonadiabatic couplings is stressed. We demonstrate capabilities of the technique within simple model calculations, and compare it to previously published approaches.
I. INTRODUCTION
Development of experimental capabilities dealing with nanostructures brings necessity of appropriate theoretical description of quantum transport (charge, spin, and heat) in mesoscopic junctions to the forefront of research.
1 Indeed, a lot of work has been done in this direction. In particular, many approaches are based on the Landauer expression for current through such junctions in elastic tunneling regime. 2 One of specific features of molecular transport junctions, the focus of molecular electronics, is flexibility of the molecules, which results in inelastic features being much more pronounced in transport through such junctions as compared e.g. to semiconductor quantum dots. Inelastic features are used as a diagnostic tool, helping to assure presence of the molecule and study its characteristics in the junction within inelastic electron tunneling spectroscopy both in the offresonance (IETS) 3 and resonant tunneling (RIETS) 4 situations. Detailed discussion of the inelastic transport in molecular junctions can be found in Refs. 5,6. Theoretical description of IETS is well established today both within simple models 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12 and more realistic calculations. 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18 Ability to predict quantitatively experimental findings is a sign of maturity of the field. From theoretical perspective this success is caused by ability to use well-established nonequilibrium perturbation (in electron-vibration coupling) technique. Indeed, in the off-resonant situation electronvibration coupling M is an effectively small parameter, M ≪ ∆E 2 + (Γ/2) 2 with ∆E being resonant off-set and Γ characterizing strength of molecule-contacts coupling. This allows expansion of the evolution operator in powers of M , and truncation at low (M 2 ) order, the Born approximation, is usually sufficient to get quantitatively correct predictions of IETS signal in molecular junctions.
Resonant tunneling situation, ∆E = 0, provides richer physics. While weak electron-vibration coupling, M ≪ Γ, is treated within perturbation theory also here, 19, 20 the last fails in the opposite situation, M > Γ, when e.g. formation of polaron on the molecule becomes possible. Theoretically this case till now mostly was treated either within scattering theory (or isolated molecule) approach, 21, 22, 23, 24 or within quasiclassical (rate or generalized rate equations) scheme. 20, 25, 26 While the first treats electron-vibrational interaction (numerically) exactly, it disregards Fermi populations in the contacts, as well as dynamical features due to their presence, 27 and may lead to erroneous predictions. 20, 28 The last disregards quantum correlations, and as such is applicable to either high temperature, k B T ≫ ω, (truly classical) situations, or (for generalized rate equations approach) quantum situations when correlations in the system die much quicker than electron transfer (between contact and molecule) time (∼ 1/Γ). Besides, these schemes lack formal procedure for improvement of their results similar to taking into account higher order terms in perturbative expansion. Recently we proposed nonequilibrium equation-of-motion (EOM) approach perturbative in molecule-contact coupling capable of dealing with RI-ETS situation. 28 The approach is formulated for simple resonant level model, but can be easily generalized for more realistic situations. 29 While it incorporates contacts (and hence nonequilibrium character of the junction) into consideration, the price to pay is (generally) more approximate level of description of electron-vibration interaction on the bridge. Alternatively, schemes exploring particular parameter regions (slow vibration ω 0 < Γ, 30, 31, 32 small, V ≪ ω 0 , 33 or big, V ≫ ω 0 , 34 bias) were proposed at a model level.
Another point especially important for resonant transport (both elastic and inelastic), when actual oxidation or reduction of the molecule takes place, is necessity to speak in the language of many-body molecular states contrary to single-particle molecular orbitals (the last is used in most ab initio transport calculations today). This includes electronic structure reorganization upon charging, state dependent vibrational modes, anharmonicities, and non-Born-Oppenheimer couplings. First schemes trying to treat transport in a many-body molecule states language were recently proposed. 25, 26, 35 Difficulties in describing RIETS stem from absence of well-established nonequilibrium atomic limit for molecule in the junction. Indeed, contacts play role of boundary conditions responsible for establishing nonequilibrium state of the molecule. The last is a complicated mixture of different charge (and excitation) states. Approaches developed in molecular electronics community so far either disregard boundary conditions and treat molecule as an equilibrium object (scattering theory and isolated molecule treatments), or establish this nonequilibrium state (mostly nonequilibrium Green function, NEGF, approaches) being unable to map it into separate charge (or more exactly state) constituents. Note, density matrix based schemes capable of such mapping were developed recently. 36, 37 Such schemes however, miss time correlations, which may become important in e.g. noise spectrum calculations.
Hubbard operators is a natural language to talk about system (in our case subsystem -molecule) in terms of its states. Thus one seems to be interested in utilizing nonequilibrium Hubbard operator Green function technique for description of situations similar to RIETS, when ability to establish nonequilibrium atomic limit of system is desirable. The approach should be capable to provide a systematic way to take correlations into account (similar to perturbative expansion in standard diagrammatic techniques). Such approach originating from Kadanoff and Baym functional derivative EOM scheme, was developed in the form of equilibrium Hubbard operator GFs by Sandalov and coworkers for materials with strong electron correlations (magnets with localized and partly localized moments, Mott insulators, Kondo lattices, heavy fermion systems, and high-Tc superconductors). 38 The method so far has been applied to model elastic transport through quantum dots 39, 40, 41 and lowest states of double quantum dots, 42, 43, 44, 45 and is completely ignored in the molecular electronics community.
The goal of our present consideration is to introduce inelastic transport description in the Coulomb blockade regime within proper non-equilibrium atomic limit, and to attract attention of the molecular electronics community to the proper nonequilibrium approach capable of speaking in the language of many-particle states (rather than single-particle orbitals) and taking into account both molecular charge state dependent normal modes (presently largely ignored in simulations) and nonadiabatic couplings. Note, that Kondo physics is beyond the scope of current consideration. The approach takes into account only on-the-molecule correlations in a way that generalizes previous considerations.
25, 26 Note, that including many-body molecular states into consideration of transport potentially allows for: 1. Much more accurate molecular structure simulation out of equilibrium than in current ab initio schemes, due to possibility to employ equilibrium quantum chemistry methods as a starting point for self-consistent procedure. 2. Proper treatment of oxidation/reduction and corresponding electronic and vibrational molecular structure changes, as well as non-adiabatic couplings, 3. Ability to deal with general form of electron-vibration interaction as long as it is localized in space (in the spirit of Ref. 23 47 for discussion). Structure of the paper is the following. In Section II we briefly describe the method in terms of many-electronic states of the system, and compare it to previously proposed generalized master equation scheme. Section III presents numerical examples of its application to transport with discussion. Section IV concludes.
II. METHOD
Here we introduce model of molecular junction, briefly review the basics of nonequilibrium Hubbard Green function technique, and compare it to previously proposed generalized master equation approach.
A. Model
As usual we consider molecular junction consisting of 3 parts: left (L) and right (R) contacts and the molecule (M). The contacts are assumed to be reservoirs of free electrons each at its own equilibrium. Molecule (or supermolecule if inclusion of parts of contacts is required) is the nonequilibrium part of the system. Besides, any external potential, e.g. gate voltage probe, or additional contacts can be added to the picture if necessary. The Hamiltonian of the system iŝ
H M is Hamiltonian of the isolated molecule, andĤ T is coupling between the subsystemŝ
are creation (annihilation) operators for electron on the molecule and in the contacts, respectively. Their indices m and k denote electronic state in some chosen single-particle basis, and incorporate all the necessary quantum indices (e.g. site and spin). Now we want to consider molecular subsystem in the basis of many-electron states |N, i >, where N stands for molecular charge (number of electrons or excess electrons on the molecule) and i numerates different (e.g. excitation) states within the same charge state block. Generally these states should not be orthonormal, and consequences of overlap between different molecular states (as well as overlap of molecular and contact states) were considered in several papers. 38, 48 In what follows however we chose the states |N, i > to be orthonormal
in order to keep notation as simple as possible. Hubbard operators are introduced as usual
In terms of these many-electron states transfer Hamiltonian becomeŝ
where
denotes transition of the system from state |N + 1, j > to state |N, i >, whileM ≡ (N + 1, j; N, i) stands for the backward transition. Transfer matrix element is
and VM k = V * kM . Often many-electron states are chosen as eigenstates of isolated molecule, in this casê
with E N,i energies of the isolated molecule states.
B. Current expression
Following derivation by Meir and Wingreen 49,50 one gets usual expression for the current at interface K = L, R
which for steady-state situation simplifies to
The only difference from the standard NEGF expression is that Tr[. . .] in (10) and (11) goes not over singleelectron basis, but over basis of single-electron transitions M, Eq.(7), between many-particle states of the molecule.
Self-energies Σ K in (10) and (11) are defined on the Keldysh contour as
GF for free electrons in the contacts. SEs projections are
and f K (E) is the Fermi distribution in contact K. GFs in (10) and (11) are Hubbard operator GFs defined on the Keldysh contour as
Note, that operators in (13) and (17) are in Heisenberg representation. Note also, that M and M ′ in (17) may be (in principle) arbitrarily far away from one another in the charge space. GF (17) represents correlation between different single-electron molecular many-body state transitions due to coupling to the same bath (contacts). In practice however, it seems unreasonable to go beyond correlations between nearest charge space blocks.
In order to show connection of the present formalism to previously proposed generalized rate equation (master equation in the Fock space) approach, we have to realize that the last misses correlations both in space and time. So to reduce present GF description to the master equation in the Fock space, we need to make several simplifications:
1. Diagonal approximation. We have to stick to diagonal elements of GF only G MM with M = (N, i; N + 1, j).
2. Markov approximation. We have to consider only GFs of equal times G(t, t). In order to reduce GFs of different times entering (11) to equal times quantities we use approximation
Now, noting that
are probabilities to find molecule in state |N, i > and |N + 1, j > respectively, we get from (11)
If now one restricts attention only to particular charge space block N 0 and its nearest neighbors, one gets Eqs. (6) and (7) of Ref. 25 .
C. General equation for GF
Now, when expression for the current is established, we need a procedure to calculate Hubbard operators GF (17) . Note, that standard diagrammatic techniques are inapplicable here, due to lack of the Wick's theorem (since Hubbard operators are many-particle operators). An alternative to diagrammatic expansion in the form of functional derivative equation-of-motion technique was developed in Ref. 38 . Here we briefly review steps needed to obtain EOM for GF we will use in our numerical simulations.
Following Ref. 38 we start by writing EOM for Hubbard operatorX M (τ ), where M ≡ (N, i; N + 1, j). This leads to
In what follows we disregard first 2 terms on the righthand-side, since they describe simultaneous transfer of 2 electrons between contact and molecule, which is beyond the scope of this consideration. It is clear that when writing EOM for GF (17) terms in the right-hand-side of (23) will produce correlation functions of the form
which can not be factorized into product of singleexcitation GF (17) and contact single-electron GF (13) due to lack of the Wick's theorem. In order to make this separation a trick with auxiliary fields U ξ (τ ) is employed. We need to introduce additional disturbance potential
and corresponding generating functional
Then defining GF of 2 arbitrary operatorsÂ andB in the presence of auxiliary fields U
one easily can get the following identity
Eq.(28) allows to express correlation function (24) in terms of single-excitation GF and its functional derivatives relative to auxiliary fields. Note, that putting (at the end) auxiliary fields to be zero turns (27) into a standard definition of GF. So, introducing auxiliary fields as in Eqs. (25) and (26) and using expression (28), one gets general EOM for Hubbard operator GF (17) in the form
where ∆ 0 M is defined in (19) and (29) is a general equation for Hubbard operator GF, representing an alternative to standard diagrammatic technique approaches. Role of expansion in small parameter here play functional derivatives in auxiliary fields. Level of approximation is defined by order of the derivative used in evaluation of GF. At the end of differentiations auxiliary fields are put to be zero, and resulting expression is equation for GF at particular level of approximation.
D. First loop approximation
The simplest approximation, Hubbard I (HI), is obtained from (29) by keeping only diagonal averages, omit-ting all functional derivatives, and U → 0
Following most of the papers, employed the method so far, 39, 40, 41 in our consideration we go one step furtherwe take one functional derivative to get so called first loop approximation. Note, here we take derivative of the GF only, disregarding fluctuations of the spectral weight P . After performing the differentiation once more we keep only diagonal averages, omit all functional derivatives, and U → 0. Since the procedure was described in details in many papers (see e.g. Refs. 38,41), here we present only final result
where M ≡ (N, i; N +1, j) and D is so called full locator, which (in the first loop approximation) obeys the same equation (32) as GF but without spectral weight P M multiplying delta function in the right-hand-side. Expressions for GFs G and D (first loop approximation) in the shorthand (matrix in both Fock space and Keldysh contour variables) notation can be written aŝ
whereD
and δ∆ M is given by the second term in the left-handside of Eq.(32), it is responsible for shifts of transition energies in the molecule due to contacts induced correlation. One sees that Eq.(34) has usual structure of the Dyson equation, which is obtained in standard diagrammatic expansion. The only difference is dressing of SE Σ by spectral weight P . Thus formally one can use all the standard equations, using dressed SE Σ everywhere, to get desired projections of GF D. When D is known, G is obtained by simple matrix multiplication
Note, side of matrix dressing by spectral weight P is different for Σ and G, compare Eqs. (35) and (37) . Note also, that the scheme is self-consistent, since both transition energies shift δ∆ and spectral weights P depend on GF G, while the last depends on these quantities. In particular (M ≡ (N, i; N + 1, j))
for any i (40) Here N N,i and N N +1,j are probabilities to find system in the state |N, i > and |N + 1, j > respectively.
III. NUMERICAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Here we present results of simulations within first loop approximation. In order to speed up calculations we employed also diagonal approximation. 60 We consider transport through quantum dot and double quantum dot, discuss obtained data, and compare it to previously published results.
A. Quantum dot
In the case of quantum dot molecular Hamiltonian iŝ
where σ indicates spin projection andn σ =d † σdσ . Full Fock space of the molecular part of the system (without vibrations) consists of one empty state (|0 >≡ |0, 0 >), two single-electron states, (| ↑>≡ |1, ↑> and | ↓>≡ |1, ↓>), and one doubly occupied state (|2 >≡ |2, 0 >). Transitions between these states to be considered are spin up electron transfers (0 ↑ and ↓ 2) and spin down electron transfers (0 ↓ and ↑ 2). Writing Eq. (32) in the basis of these transitions one gets equations obtained in Ref. 40 . In order to treat inelastic transport we add toĤ M molecular vibration linearly coupled to electron(s) on the dot
Such model is frequently used to describe inelastic transport in molecular junctions. In a sense it is similar to Marcus theory, and describes shift of the molecular vibration when molecule is charged due to electron transfer from/to the contacts. In general, model with nondiagonal electron-vibration coupling also can be considered within the formalism. After small polaron (Lang-Firsov or canonical) transformation 52 linear coupling term is eliminated, while energy level position ε σ and Hubbard repulsion U are renormalized (ε σ → ε σ − M 2 /ω 0 and U → U − 2M 2 /ω 0 ), and transfer matrix elements inĤ T , Eq.(3), are dressed with shift operators (d σ →d σX )
where λ = M/ω 0 . In what follows we disregard renormalization of ε σ and U , assuming that it was included in definition of these parameters. Now molecule is characterized by direct product of electronic and vibrational spaces, so its state should be indicated by additional index v showing state of the vibration, i.e. molecular subspace is spanned by states |0, v >, | ↑, v >, | ↓, v >, and |2, v >, where v ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3, . . .}. One has to consider the same electronic transitions as in the case of elastic transport, but in addition all possible transitions between states of the vibration have to be included. Transitions between these states (within the model) are possible only by electron transfer between molecule and contacts. Due to shift operators (43) appearing inĤ T SEs (12) 
where v min (v max ) is minimal (maximal) of v and v ′ , θ(x) is step function, and L m n is Laguerre polynomial. Note an important formal difference between the present approach and the one presented in Ref. 51 . While in the last we had to consider separately electron and phonon dynamics, which leads to convolution of electron GF (electron dynamics) with Franck-Condon factors (phonon dynamics), here the situation is different. Since we consider generalized Fock space (product of electronic and vibrational ones), within the formalism strictly speaking we do not have inelastic processes at all. Instead one has to consider elastic scattering events between electronvibrational states. As a result the role played previously by the Franck-Condon factors (to introduce vibrational dynamics) now is included into Hubbard GF of the generalized Fock space. Fig. 1 . Within the calculation we restricted vibrational subspace to 4 lowest levels (v ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3}). As expected, besides elastic peaks in the conductance map we get additional resonant vibrational features corresponding to inelastic processes. This Figure is equivalent to Fig. 3a of Ref. 51 , where calculation was done within perturbative (in coupling to electrodes) nonequilibrium EOM approach for the same model. As previously, 51 within the model (see also discussion below) distance between the diamond edges (elastic peak) and vibrational sidebands is defined by the oscillator frequency. Increase in electron-vibrational coupling would result in both more pronounced vibrational features and suppression of transport in the low source-drain voltage region due to Franck-Condon blockade. While increase in temperature would produce also vibrational sidebands corresponding to phonon absorption (features inside the diamond).
Finally, we want to demonstrate capabilities of the present scheme, which go beyond approaches previously used to treat inelastic transport. Suppose our molecule is small enough, so that upon charging it changes its normal modes essentially. Suppose also, that from all the normal modes of the molecule only one is coupled to tunneling electron. Inelastic transport in this case can be modeled by assigning different vibration frequencies to different charge states of the molecule. In our quantum dot model this corresponds to situation, when vibrational frequencies for |0, v >, |σ, v >, and |2, v > states are different -ω Fig. 1 One sees that result of calculation is counter intuitive at the first sight. Naively one could expect to see inelastic peaks at each diamond edge (each charge state of the quantum dot) being separated by frequency corresponding to the neighboring charge state (RIETS probes frequencies of the intermediate ion). Real picture is more complicated however. Let consider electron transfer between 2 particular charge states of the quantum dot, say between states |0, v 0 > and |σ, v 1 > upon electron transfer from contact to molecule. In this case change in the subsystem energy, which will be observed in transport as inelastic peak in conductance, is
0 (we omit here change in elastic electronic energy for simplicity, this will define only position of the elastic peak in conductance). Since v 0 and v 1 in principle can be any non-negative numbers, it is clear that one can observe a a progression of frequencies. Note, that in this progression one can see inelastic peaks in conductance, separated from the elastic one by frequency which does not exist in the system at all (e.g. ω
Note also, that due to overlap factors involved the lowest frequencies of the progression will be observed better in RIETS signal. Non-adiabatic couplings can be included in calculation in a similar way.
B. Double quantum dot
Molecular Hamiltonian for double quantum dot iŝ
where i = {1, 2} numbers sites and σ = {↑, ↓} stands for spin projection,d † (d) is creation (annihilation) operator, n iσ =d † iσd iσ , andn i =n i↑ +n i↓ . We assume that site 1 is coupled to the left contact, while site 2 -to the right.
We chose many-body states for molecular subsystem in the form |1 ↑, 1 ↓, 2 ↑, 2 ↓>. Unlike choice of Refs. 42,43,44,45 these are not eigenstates of the molecular Hamiltonian. As a result EOM for Hubbard operator GFs couples them also by hopping t 12,σ . Besides this all the treatment presented in Section II remains the same. There are 16 states (1, 4, 6, 4, and 1 states for 0, 1, 2, 3, and 4 electrons in the system respectively) and 32 single-electron transitions (16 for each spin block) to be considered. However, here this pattern is more complicated than in the case of quantum dot. 
IV. CONCLUSION
Approaches based on renormalization group technique (NRG, DMRG, real time RG, etc.) are routinely used to treat quantum impurity systems, where e.g. correlations between localized impurity (quantum dot or molecule) and delocalized states (contacts) leads to Kondo effect. Mostly these approaches were applied to description of strongly correlated systems in equilibrium. Description of transport is more problematic, since one needs to know spectral function at finite temperature, where all excitations may contribute. 55 Nevertheless first approaches dealing with transport started to appear as well. 36, 55, 56, 57, 58, 59 The main complication with implementation of these methods (besides DMRG) for ab initio calculation is their complexity, so that all the calculations done so far are restricted to simple models only. In the case of molecular junctions most of ab initio calculations done today are performed at the mean mean field level of treatment with effective single particle orbitals used in place of molecular states. Such approach clearly breaks down in the resonance tunneling regime, where actual reduction/oxidation of the molecule leading to corresponding electronic and vibrational structure change become possible. Necessity of treating this regime in the language of many-body molecular states, thus incorporating on-the-molecule correlations, was realized and first approaches like e.g. generalized master equation approach 25, 26 where proposed. Here we generalize this consideration by incorporating many-body molecular states language into nonequilibrium Green's function framework. The main formal problem here is that many-body states language makes the Wick's theorem inapplicable, and thus standard nonequilibrium diagrammatic techniques can not be used. A workaround based on functional derivative equation-of-motion technique for Hubbard operator GFs was developed by Sandalov and coworkers 38 for equilibrium case. The method so far has been applied to model elastic transport through quantum dots 39, 40, 41 and lowest states of double quantum dots, 42, 43, 44, 45 and is completely ignored in the molecular electronics community. Here we employ the approach to deal with inelastic transport through molecular junctions in nonequilibrium atomic limit. We formulate the method within basis of charged states of the molecule. We demonstrate its ability to deal with transport situation in the language of these states (rather than effective single-electron orbitals), as well as take into account charge-specific normal modes as well as nonadiabatic couplings. Capabilities of the technique are illustrated with simple model calculations of transport through quantum dot and double quantum dot. Extension to realistic calculations is the goal of our future research.
